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Kidnapped in Gaza
Kidnapped in Gaza is a fast-paced thriller
set in Israel and Gaza. The hero is Richard
Ireton, the Jerusalem bureau chief for
Epoch Magazine, an American weekly
newsmagazine. He is eyewitness at the
beginning of the story to a shooting
incident in the West Bank involving Israeli
soldiers and Palestinian hillside snipers. On
his return to Jerusalem he discovers that
two Jerusalem-based British reporters are
providing credibility in a British newspaper
and on the BBC to Palestinian allegations
of an Israeli cold-blooded murder of the
captured Palestinian shooters. The source
for this story is an Abdul Husseini, senior
representative of a Jerusalem-based
Palestinian human rights organization.
Through his Israeli landlady, Ireton has an
opportunity to interview in a private setting
an Israeli soldier who was present at the
shooting scene to which Ireton was an
eyewitness. The soldier happens to be the
landladys nephew and the Hebrew-English
interpreter at this meeting is the soldiers
sister, Rayna Shanach, a strikingly
beautiful young Israeli woman who turns
out to be a captain in Israeli military
intelligence. Rayna makes it possible for
Ireton to scrutinize military intelligence
archives that throw doubt on the atrocity
story not only because the alleged
eye-witness, a Palestinian school-teacher
called al-Jaffar, has a background of
previous arrests but because Abdul
Husseini has clear connections with the
Muslim Brotherhood, the core organization
behind the Palestinian movement Hamas,
which rules Gaza. The school-teacher
al-Jaffar, meanwhile, has gone to ground in
Gaza out of fears that Israeli authorities
might reach him and cause him to change
his story. Ireton, knowing he is taking a
risk, decides to drive to Gaza and see if he
can meet with al-Jaffar through
connections in Hamas. When Ireton arrives
at the Hamas Interior Ministry in order to
obtain
an
interview
with
the
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school-teacher, he discovers an old friend
from China, a researcher-spy called Yao
whom Ireton met in a previous adventure
in China, has also been invited to sit down
with
al-Jaffar.
Ireton/Yao
through
questioning make it clear they dont believe
al-Jaffars story. Leaving the building after
the interview, Ireton is kidnapped after
unknown assailants block the car in which
he is traveling. He ends up in a makeshift
basement cell of a private residence in
Gaza. His captors say they belong to a
hitherto unknown organization, the
Followers of the Caliph. The group forces
Ireton at gunpoint to make a video
threatening that they will start murdering
foreign diplomats living in Israel unless the
countries they represent cut off diplomatic
relations with Israel. A deadline is given
for this to start happening, failing which
Ireton will be executed and the
assassination of foreigners in Israel will
begin. Iretons whereabouts in captivity,
however, are known to Israeli intelligence
though a GPS chip that Rayna arranged to
be installed in an ornate leather belt that
Ireton bought during a dinner meeting with
Rayna. The Israeli government is deeply
worried that the threat to foreign diplomats
living in the country could seriously
threaten the countrys international security.
It thus prioritizes a Special Forces rescue
team to locate Ireton and get him out of
Gaza. The rescue is dramatic and fraught
with risk. But another, personal risk has,
meanwhile, been confronting Ireton: His
long-time Filipina girlfriend Trish is
visiting the country as a tourist. Ireton is
torn between loyalty to her and fascination
with Rayna. After the rescue, however,
Ireton apologizes to Rayna for flirting with
her, is reunited with Trish and has a good
laugh with Yao, who is now back in
Jerusalem.
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Arrigoni was the first foreigner kidnapped in Gaza since BBC journalist Alan Johnstons abduction in 2007. The murder
was condemned by various Palestinian factions. A Hamas court in Gaza convicted four Salafist extremists on charges of
kidnapping and murdering Arrigoni in September 2012. Kidnapping of Alan Johnston - Wikipedia Aug 21, 2014 A
senior Hamas leader has said the group carried out the kidnapping and killing of three Israeli teens in the West Bank in
June. 2006 Fox journalists kidnapping - Wikipedia Feb 13, 2015 A group claiming to be affiliated with the Islamic
State kidnapped Middle East Eyes Gaza correspondent Mohammed Omer on Tuesday before Hamas admits
kidnapping 3 young Israeli men, setting off Gaza war Aug 27, 2006 27 Two journalists kidnapped in Gaza were
released unharmed today after being forced at gunpoint to say on a videotape that they had Two Journalists Kidnapped
In Gaza - CBS News Fox News Channel journalists Olaf Wiig (born 1970), a New Zealand photojournalist, and Steve
Centanni, an American reporter, were kidnapped in the Gaza Steve Centanni - Wikipedia Oct 24, 2006 11am update:
A Spanish photographer working for Associated Press has been kidnapped by Palestinian gunmen in the Gaza Strip. By
Leigh Kidnapped in Gaza (2012) DAVID AIKMAN Oct 12, 2005 Palestinian gunmen released an American and
British journalist they had kidnapped earlier Wednesday as the pair drove through the central Soldier kidnapped and
two killed in Gaza tunnel attack - Telegraph Three Britons kidnapped in Gaza World news The Guardian Dec
30, 2005 The British family held hostage for three days after being kidnapped in Gaza were freed last night after 18
hours of secret negotiations. Journalist kidnapped in Gaza tells his story Movers & Shakers J Gilad Shalit is an
Israeli sports columnist and a former MIA soldier of the Israel Defense Forces Shalits capture has been deemed a
kidnapping and abduction by many sources. Shalit was captured near the Kerem Shalom crossing in Israel, and held by
Hamas as a hostage at an unknown location in the Gaza Strip. BBC journalist feared kidnapped in Gaza World news
The Guardian Steven James Steve Centanni (born July 18, 1946) is a former American news reporter for Fox News
Channel. Contents. [hide]. 1 Journalism career 2 Education 3 Gaza kidnapping. Gaza conflict: Israeli soldier
kidnapped by Hamas is dead, says Aug 21, 2014 A top Hamas official says members of his militant group kidnapped
three Israeli teenagers whose deaths in June provoked a spiral of violence 2 Fox News Reporters Kidnapped In Gaza CBS News Dec 28, 2005 Three British citizens were kidnapped in the Gaza Strip near the border with Egypt today.
Ynetnews News - ISIS temporarily kidnaps Gaza journalist working Mar 12, 2007 Masked gunmen have
kidnapped a BBC reporter from his hire car in Gaza city, according to Palestinian police. Images for Kidnapped in
Gaza Photographer kidnapped in Gaza World news The Guardian Aug 17, 2016 - 4 min - Uploaded by J-TVIn
2010 while reporting in Gaza, Paul Martin was imprisoned in Gaza by militants and faced Italian activist found dead
in Gaza after abduction - BBC News Aug 14, 2006 Masked Palestinian gunmen ambushed a car carrying a Fox News
crew in Gaza City on Monday and kidnapped two of the journalists inside, Gaza War: Hamas Admits Kidnapping
Three Israeli Teens - NBC News The kidnapping of Alan Johnston, a BBC journalist, by the Palestinian Army of Islam
in Gaza City began on 12 March 2007 and lasted for nearly four months (114 days). His captivity led to many protests in
the Palestinian territories, as well as the British government meeting a Hamas member for the first time. 2 Kidnapped
Journalists in Gaza Freed Unharmed - The New York Mar 13, 2007 A BBC reporter has been kidnapped by
masked Palestinian gunmen in the Gaza Strip, security officials in the territory have said. Israeli soldier feared
kidnapped as Gaza cease-fire crumbles New Alan Graham Johnston (born ) is a British journalist working for the
BBC. He has been the BBCs correspondent in Uzbekistan, Afghanistan, the Gaza Strip and Italy. He is based in London.
Johnston was kidnapped by a group of Palestinian terrorists on 12 March 2 FOX News Journalists Kidnapped in Gaza
Fox News Feb 4, 2015 A Palestinian journalist who also works as advisor in the Gaza Strip to Dutch diplomats was
kidnapped and beaten by men claiming to belong Gilad Shalit - Wikipedia David Aikmans Kidnapped in Gaza is a
fast-paced, action-filled thriller about an American journalist, Richard Ireton, kidnapped while on assignment in Gaza.
Soldier feared kidnapped in Gaza The Times & The Sunday Times Kidnapped BBC journalist freed in Gaza World news - Mideast/N Apr 15, 2011 An Italian pro-Palestinian activist is found dead in the Gaza Strip hours after
being abducted, local security officials say. none Kidnapping of Alan Johnston - Wikipedia Aug 2, 2014 The son of
a former academic at the University of Cambridge was feared kidnapped by Hamas militants in Gaza yesterday, in a
clash that BBC journalist kidnapped in Gaza London Evening Standard Jul 4, 2007 GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip
Gaunt but smiling, kidnapped BBC reporter Alan Johnston emerged Wednesday from 16 weeks of solitary Alan
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Johnston: My kidnap ordeal - BBC News Aug 1, 2014 GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip A Gaza cease-fire quickly
unraveled Friday as violence erupted in a southern town in the war-ravaged strip, killing at
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